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Tha Order-diaorder mooel (ODM) has been

to explain aaynmatry of masa and charge division and

related phenomena in fiiasion« According to thi« modal

the flaaion proeeaa involvea two ateps consisting o*

charge polarisation into two impending fragnonta with

beta stable neutron numbertaitd aubaeqtient distribution

of the balance neutrons betwaen tha two« Mode of

elemental division of the fissioning nuclei is attri-

buted to the charge polarisation in the first step.

The balance neutrone la found to hav« slgnlfleant

correlation with yield distribution in flaaion.

Theory of reaction rate has been applied to the systém«
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The frequency term in this in obtained by applying

the conditional stochastic process under charge

polarisation constraint and the energy dependent:

term is given by the condition of minimum in ir» :

energy of tha system. Relative probability of

polarisation into given charge pair is arrived at

using this*

The model uses stable neutron numbers for

charges as the only input« No explicit assumption or

quantification on tha preference of formation of shell

closure species in fission is necessory. The statist-

ics developed on the principle of equal apriori proba-

bity of all charge polarisation is used. The shell

effects corner into play only in deciding stable neutron

number for the charges* The total isotopic yield

distribution for a number of fission reactions are

presented« These show asymmetry in the aetlnida region

which reduces with increasing, mass/charge of the

fissioning nucllde and bunching of the higher Ž peaks.

Tha mass yields obtained therefrom for a number of

fission reactions are compared with experimental

results • : Though there is general agreement with

experimental data, the peaks of the distributions are

slightly shifted away from the symmetric point and

the distributions are somewhat narrower* Charge

distribution parameters obtained from these results
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«re aiso presented. The model predicts preference

of asymmetric division for super heavy nuclldes.

NUCLEAR REACTION« spontaneous fission«

Order-disorder Model« change polarisa-

tion • beta stable neutron number«

total iaotopic yield« asymmetry of

masa and charge division« charge

distribution.
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X. INTRODUCTION

One of the most characteristic features of low

energy fission in the actinide region is the predomi-

nance of asymmetric division of the fissioning nucleus*

Many authors have attempted to explain the phenomenon.

Often assuming preference of formation of closed shell

species in fission*l'2'3

The fissioning nucleus splits into two, when in

the nucleonic rearrangements tha repulsive coulomb

interaction between the impending fragments gains

ascendancy over the attractive nuclear forces between

them* Therefore the nuclear charges and neutron

numbers of the impending fragment pairs appear to be

two very Important parameters in the description of

tha fission process* Experimental studies give

directly yields and many other parameters as functions

of fragment: mass* This is due to the fact that from

experimental point of view» the parameters can ba

studied easily as functions of fragment mass, rather

than fragment charge • H©«ever# Iyer and Ganguly* and

also Norenberg5 pref ered to consider as primary tha

elemental distribution instead of mass distribution

In fission. The success of the elemental description

" -
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in Order-diaorder Model (ODM) in computing and

interpreting a number of experimental results ''

encouraged further investigation of the model,

II. ORDER-DISORDER MODEL

In the order-disorder Model, the fission

process is described as Involving two basic stepsi

1) charge polarisation into two Impending

fragments of charges z^ and z„, with the

respective beta stable neutron numbers

and

ii) distribution of balance neutrons»

between the impending fragments as in

Order tdisorder process»

where Nfaal • N p - and Np is the

neutron number of the fissioning nucleus*

The second step was earlier used to study

charge distribution« neutron evaporation and energy

distribution in thermal neutron induced fission4'6

and in higher energy fission . The computations

needed expermntal mass yield data as input for

calculatiTc? tha independent yields and other fission

parameters* This semi-empirical approach was nece-

ssary since the statistical methodology remained to

be developed for the first step of the model, vis*



relative probability of polarisation of the fissioning

nucleus into different pairs of charges. The mode of

•lamantal division of the fissioning nuclide i s attri-

buted to the charge polarization in the f irs t step*

An elementary mathematical formulation of this step of

tha model dealt with in the present paper i s found to

reproduce very well a number of fission data*

III* FISSION AS A RATE PROCESS

A. Basic Observations

for ease of comprehension of the formulation

developed here some basic observations and premises

In earlier works are given balowt

1) tha fissioning nucleus proceeds through states

of charge polarisation * at tha very early

stages of fission configuration j

Ü ) neutron deficit fragments or positron emitters

are not formed (any significantly) and as such

there exists out off point for the neutron

number for fragments of a given charge at the

beta stable region of the isotop« linet

H i ) cluster formations '* in compound nucleus have

baen •peculated which are assumed to remain

essentially unaffected throughout rest of tha

fission process!
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iv) tha eoitflpound nucleus life tljna9'10'11'12 (or tha

fission process life time) is very long,compared

to the nuclear periods and therefore quasi-stat-

ionary equilibrium states are obtained in comp-

ound nucleus before scission. Analogies have

also been drawn between the rates of chemical

reaction and fission reaction»

v) the potential energy is the main factor deter-

mining the yields and dynamic treatments are

intrinsically not dependable15/?>6 due to tha

limitations of theory and computed results are

not likely to improve only by improvement of

mathematical treatment!
i

VI) at excitation energies not too far above the

fission threshold, the nucleus while passing

over the threshold is cold» since major part

of energy is bound as potential energy of

deformation« and as such ground state proper-

ties have been applied to tha fissioning

nucleus« Further« heavy fissile nuclides have

an elongated shape even in their ground state

and therefore ground state:excitation may

resemble that obtained at the saddle point/



vil) concept a of deformation and fission barrier are

all model dependent and the discrepancies of

various approaches are attributed to the utter

complexities of the nuclear many body problem

which "has not left much choice for doing better

and rules are desperately needed not to get lost

in the flood of data" I 7

In the present work a quantitative description

of fission and charge yield in spontaneous fission is

attempted using the ODM.

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

W» täte fission as a rate process and apply

conditional stochastic process under the charge polari-

sation constraint.

The relationship for the rate process is given aat

R - f x

where '£• is the frequency factor determined by the

stochastic process involved In the reaction and

•xp (- H(2L)/)tT) is the energy dependent factor«

wCz^) la the activation energy and T the temperature at

which the stochastic distribution takes place •

Zn a chemical reaction« the react ants mutually

interact and also interact with the ambient« Thus

«quilibirlum conditions are cppliad to the entire



assemblage of interacting chemical apecies present in

tha system» vhareas in fission reaction a nuelide ia

an isolated ayatem of nuclaons undergoing change a

without interaction with othat nuclldes» Hence baaic

statistical considerations are applied to each of

those systems, than averaged over the entire assembly

of the system of Isolated nuclldes. The equation (1)

thus is applicable and is applied in ita present form

to tha nuclear fission situation with tha following

stipulations«

In fission reaction having various possible

channels without any apriori preference for different

polarisations« the frequency factor is taken in

relative terms* and the exponential factor is under-

stood as the probability of a quasi equilibrium

condition obtained for the given mode of polarization«

Tha process of charge polaritatlon Is further visua-

lised as quasi-reversible adiabatlc process (in labo-

ratory system) at constant volume and its frequency

4« given by random combinatorial process* Xn the

enargetlco o£ charge polarisation it is reckoned that

there is release of energy (ft) into the system

arising out of charge polarisation and rearrangement

of nucleons Uncreas« in entropy-s) and the «res

energy (f) o£ tha system is given by

ř - 1 - T3 ;a)
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Mathematical formulation of the two factors in

equation (1) has been carried out applying the stati-

stics of random selections of nucleons for tbn cVairg«

polarization. This bears analogy with Order~ť U*><.--tei:
18 19

phenomenon * in binary alloy crystals,

JV. FREQUENCY FACTOR

The frequency factor *f * in the random process

envisaged, corresponds to the relative number of ways«

In which charge pairs with respective number of neutrons

required for beta stable configurations can be chosen

from a system comprised of the number of protons and

neutrons in the fissioning nucleus. Burnside has

given the expression for the chance of random pick up

of 'p' white and 'q* black balls (M • p + q) from a box

containing la l white and *ba black (but otherwise

Identical) balls as i

a b /a • b
C X C / C C3)
IP %f M

att>ÍNi(a+b-N)l
(a+bMp:q:(a-p).(b-q):

The same scheme i s applied to the nucleons of

the fissioning nucleus« Then the chance of choosing

z L protons and N£ neutrons from a total of 236 nucleons

in 236U i s given by
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92 14.4
x c

236
(3)

where ř^ - «If + N^ and N^ * stable neutron number

for charge z^. When 2 L protons are chosen# the

remaining proton set of z H Is also chosen since z L + z H

• 92« The chance that N^ neutrons together with z H

protons art chosen from tha balance of 144 - N£ neutrons

la given by

(6)

where

Therefore« the chance of choosing

consisting of (zL# N )̂ and

given by

Í92

144.

[9 144

and Mjj nucleons

respectively Is

236-

The expression is related to the number of ways

in which polarization of the nucleus into (z^ + N£>

and (Z„ + 1&) nucleons can be visualized. Each fif tha

possible ways of polarization relates to one energy

•täte of the polarised nucleus« The number of elgen-

states for each of these energy states of an assembly

of nucleons composed of two species of fermi particles
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is given Hy tha product of the number of ways Z^ and

N? can be distributed in M£ phase apace locations

and Zj. and N^ can be located in 1^ phase space

locations. Tha implicit assumption madia hare is that

the total number of elementary wave functions availa-

ble for the given charge polarization are W£ for

(z,+ N7) nucleons, fC for (zH + N^) nucleons and

MbJp(144-N^-N^]) for N b a l neutrons. Titus tha freque-

ncy factor for 236U case is given by

92 144

C x C
2L l

144-N! 1

4 Nbal J/ 236

•4JH Nbalj

or in general the equation can be written as >

%

£ - D-

4
(8)

where D Is a constant for a given f i s s i l e nucllde.

B. Exponential Energy Dependent Factor

Tha tiotal number of eigenstates '01 for (zL# ZH)

mode of polarization of the system i s given by i

(10)
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by t

Increase in entropy due to polarization is

kin O x Const. (11)

The minimum in free energy corresponding to an

equilibrium for a given charge polarization is obtained

by differentiating the equation (2) with respect to

charge in the polarization step and equating it to zero

i«e.

or

- KP O) m o (12)

(13)

KT

Since (ef Ref.4)

(In 0)
(14)

Hare -g- (In O) is the slope of the entropy curve at
L • . .

Z,, The energy dependent term of equilibrium is then

given by

eaq»

This is calculated from tha beta stable neutron

number» NJ and H J together, with charges Z L and ZR.

V. ESTIMATION OF BETA-STABLE NEUIRON NUMBERS

Though In general several stable nuclides occur

for a given proton number»energeticallyoneparticular

Isotope can be found corresponding to the minimum beta-

decay energy i.e. the most beta-stable nuclide. If the
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masa parabola is takan to be continuous« this minimum

may correspond to a non integral neutron number for a

charge. Beta-stable neutron number for the charges

can be derived either by using a suitable mass-formula

or directly from the experimental beta-decay energies*

21

In the present work/ 1971 mass table of Wapstra has

been used to jobtain stable charge for a mass. The

•table neutron numbers for Integral charges are

obtained from these by Interpolation«

VI. BALANCE NEUTRONS

An important observation has been that the

balance neutrons, N ^ show asymmetric behaviour« i . e .

a higher Nb a l in the symmetric region compared to that

in tha asymmetric high yield region for fission of tha

Actinides. This i s illustrated in the Flg.l where tha

parameter i / ^ ^ M a function^Eragmant charge for a

number of fission reactions are given«: These distribu-

tions correlate with the observed effect of the bunching

of the higher Z-peaJcs with staggering of the lower

Z-peaks in the yield distributions and. also the reduct-

ion of asymmetry with increasing mass of the f i s s i l e

nuclide. This remarkable correlation Is highly

suggestive of tha influence of charge polarization with

beta stable configuration on the yields of fission

fragments.
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Tha frequency factor In Section IVA Is a

function of ZL» 2H« N£ and NJ. It can be shown that

(15)

where p is found to be » 1 «

Thus the frequsmcy factor i s very sensitive to

the choice of N^ and NJ values which determine the

value«

V I I . COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

Tha expression for the reaction rate derived In

Section IV can be written as

R - D

where

Xexp - (16)

(17)In O - C - [ i n 2SLi+ln zH!+ln iljs+ln ^-»"In Hj^i

and C i s a constant«

Tha factorials for non-integral numbers are

calculated using table of P functions*

The frequency factors obtained as described above

normalised to two are given in řig.2 for Ac, 2 3 6 u ,
a *%i #

 2*6Qn and 2 5 2 /3f • The distributions are asymmetri«.

The frequency dia tribut ion for 256Pm and 26OKu are given

in ?lg*3, these are also basically asynroatric• Xt may
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be observed that the qualitative features of these

distributions are similar to those of l A ^ ^

distributions (of. Fig.l).

The bunching of higher-Z. peaks around z-56 is

evident in the figures with corresponding shift of tha

llghter-z..peaks towards the higher-z~peak for increasing

mass/charge of the fissioning nuclides. The reduction

of peak-to-valley ratio with the increasing mass/charge

of the fissioning nucleus is also seen in Fig, 2,

Narked reduction in assymatry in the frequency term is

discernible for Fm and remnants of asymmetry still

exist for °Ka when the Symmetric charge is > 5 0 as

observed in Fig. 3.

The exponent of the energy term is obtained from

the differential of entropy of polarization as given in

equation ( 14)» Tha entropy distribution of two cases

are given in Fig.4* The differential at each charge

points are calculated and Wtz^/kT are thus obtained.
slope at the symmetric charge is obtained by extra-

polation«

Iyer and Ganguly4** used the second step of ODM

for finding tha probability of distribution of the

balance neutrons between tha two impending fragmants to

calculate tha isotopic distributions in Ref.4» Xn tha

present work the sane proceduře is used to obtain thee«

distributions«
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The lsotoplc probability distribution for a given
Mbal* corresponding to a particular charge polarization

is worked out by taking two nearest integral neutron

numbers on either side of the non-integral N j ^ value«

adopting the procedure described in Ref .4. These lsotoplc

probability distributions together with the total isotoplc

yield gives the independent yield of each fragment. These

when added along the isobar lie linea give the mass yields.

Vho Independent yields /*Y<Z±, N .)J7 when plotted

along the lsobaric line gives the charge distribution«

The mean (z ) of these distributions are given by

Z m

P
Y(Z±,HJ) X Z4 /

i+J -A 1+j m A

means coincide with the most probable charge

if the distributions happen to be Qaussian i«e.

( C A IT ) * x ex p ̂ - (a - Z p ) A J

The width of the distribution« C A is arrived at by

fitting the yields of isobars to a Oausslan.

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Total Zsotopic Yield Distributions

The rate of reaction R, calculated as outlined in

Sec.viz gives the relative probabilities of charge
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polarisation* This distribution normalised to two

betwaen the' range o£ charges« gives the total lsotopic

yield distribution« Since no input of energy from any

external source is considered in the formulation of

the expression (16) # the total isotopic 'ftelů distribu-

tions obtained are those for spontaneous fission*

The distribution for 2 3 6 U obtained in the present

work is compared in Fig.5 with that computed4 using the

second step of ODM and tha experimental fragment mass

yield data far 2 3 5li(n t h #f). Although« the results are

compared with the distribution for thermal fission*

general features are wall reproduced. Ho vevar, the

distributions obtained in the present work are somewhat

narrow. There is some shift in the location of the

peaks. General peak-to-wlley ratio is in good agreement

with the thermal datavkeeplng in view that the thermal

peak-to-valley ratio is expected to be less than that Cor

spontaneous fission.

The total isotopio yields obtained for 2 3 6U,
2 4^Pu, a52C£ and 256Fm are given in Fig.6 and thoae obtained

for 246Cm. 2 5 V m and 26^Cu are given in Flg.7. In řig.é

the higher-z«rpeaks are found to be clustered around z«56.

Tha lowar'Z-peaks shift towards the hlghevSť-peaks with

increasing charge of the fissioning nucleus* Peak-to-

valley ratio is also found to reduce with increase of
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charge of the nuclidas. For the nuclldes whose

•yntnetrlc charges are beyond Z*50 the ODM shows

prominance In symnetrlc yield and marked reduction In

asymmetry as In oas« of 260Kui (Tig.7). In the results

some structures have also appeared in the symmetric

region of 23*U and 2 4 <Vu. Thn lower edge of tfe higher-

« in all cases are found to be at the magic number

This general feature also seen In experimental

results has been construed by many of the earlier worker«

as evidence of Influence of magic number in fission

phenomenon»

B. Mass Yield Distribution

Tha mass yield distributions given hare are

normalised to two hundred par cent within the range of

masses shown In *he figures that follow» The results

obtained for U is compared with experimental data

for *3*U(ntn#f) in Pig.8. The heavy fragment peak of

the distribution is at A • U6, which is about six units

away from the peak position of tha experimental mass

yield distribution and a similar shift occurs for the

light peak also« However« the peak is sharp in the

results of the present work whereas tha experimentally

observed peak Is rather flat over ten mass units. The

peak Is also found to be narrower, than the observed
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experimental mass yield distribution. Full width at
22

one-tenth rnaximum i s 14 in the present results as

compared to 19 for the experimental distribution« It

may be noted that below the shoulder at &H * 140 the

width of the distribution agrees better. The peak-to-
i

valley ratio for tha computed distribution is about

1040 compared to the 460 of the experimental data .

However radiochemlcal data gives a value of about 630

for paak-to-valley ratio • This disagreement in peak-

to-valley ratio can be attributed to the narrowness of

the computed distribution. In the present distribution

there is a small peak at the symmetric region*

Tha mass yield distribution obtained for 2 4 OPu

is compared with the experimental distributions for
24cfeu(sr> and 239Pu(nth,f) in Pig.9. Here again the

peak position in the calculated distribution at AH«=146

Í9 about. 7 units away from tfte peak in the experimental

distribution* It may be noted that the calculated

results agree better with the experimental results at the

outer wings of the distribution. Below the shoulder

region around Ay • 140 the widths of tha distributions

have better agreement» The symmetric mass shove a

minimum» Tha peak-to-valley ratio in this case is about

1033 as compared to 186 in experimental fragment distri-

bution. The latter is not realistic and it is presumably

dus to resolution difficulties in the measurements in

region of precipitous slope. The radiochemlcal data
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gives a value of 219?3 Even after talcing Into account

the fact that the peak-to-valley ratio in spontaneous

fission is expected to be higher than in thermal

fission« still the large difference as seen above could

not be reconciled*

252

The values obtained in the present work for *Cf

is compared with the experimental data in Pig. 10. in

this case the shift in peak position is less and the

width of the distribution is In better agreement with

t ho experimental value. But the shoulder around ^«140

is pronounced though there is & suggestion of a similar

structure at about the same location in the experimental

distribution. There is also a shoulder in the present

«ork at A H •» 153 which is not observed in other distribu-

tions« Xn this case we get the peak-to-valley ratio of

about 300 as compared to 60 for the experimental fragment
23

mass yield • The reported value for product distribution
25

is around 600?

The mass yield distributions for 2 3 6U, 2 4 0Pu and
2*6Qm and 252Cf are compared with each other in Fig. 11.Xn these the bunching of higher mass peaks around

is clearly seen« Zt may be noted that the shoulder« In

«11 the distributions occur at the heavy mass number

around 140. The lighter edge of the heavy peak is at th»

mass number A*132 in all the distributions; which is In

agreement with the observation of Pappas?26
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Reduction of peak-to-valley ratio with increasing

mass and charge of the fissioning nudida are seen in

the distributions. The width of the valley also shows

reduction with increasing mass and charge of the nuclides.

Computed mass yields In the fission of trans-

californium nuclides are shown in Fig.12. These distri-

butions also show a shoulder at around A«14O» They show

marked reduction of peak-to-valley ratio and almost near

disappearance of asymmetry for Ku.

The gross features of mass yield distributions as

a function of mass of tha fissioning nuclides have also

been studied. In fig. 13 locations of the lower and

higher mass peaks as a function of Ay Is shown and is

compared with those observed for the experimental distri-

bution. Though the actual values themselves differ» the

trend of shift of the peaks agrees with that observed

experimentally.

Peak-to-valley ratio of the distributions as a

function of Ay, is compared with tha experimental values

In Pig. 14. The experimental values for fragments and

products are presented in this figure. Tha agreement with

the experimental values Is satisfactory* Zt is impressive

to note that the structure at Ap « 252 observed in the

present work la also substantiated by one of the experi-

mental values (for products).
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In ttg.lS full width of tha peaks at one-tenth of

tha maximum (FWTM) for the distributions is plotted as a

function of Ay of tha fissioning nucllde« aid are

compared with that obtained from tha experimental distri-

butions^2 * 2 4, Tha width of tha distributions is consis-

tently lover but agrees in trend with that for e:«periman-

tal data. However tha width for 2 5 2Cf fission agrees

wall with that obtained from experimental data as

discussed earlier*

Tha widths of the valley of the distributions are

compared using the parameter of full width at ten times

of minimum (řWTTM) and compared with the sama parameter

for the experimental distributions in rig.16. A gradual

reduction of this parameter with increase in mass of tha

fissile nuclldes, Ay is observed and agrees reasonably

wall with the trend for the experimental distributions.

Zt may be noted that this Increase in narrowness with

Increase In Ay is a consequence of the constancy of the

higher peak position and tha dtif t of tha lower mass

peaks with Ay«

C. Total Zsotonio Yield Distribution

Total laotonic yield« of the fragments are calcu-

lated by adding the independent yields along tha :

lsotonio lines. Total isotonic yield distributions of

fission fragments in the fission of 2 3 6U. 2 < <Vu and

252Cf ars shown in Flg.17. In these distributions the
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lower edge of highor-N- peak is found to lie at the

maglo number N«62. The higher peak positions are

bunchad together around N»9o with corresponding shift

of lowar~N»peaks« The struotures obaerved in the total

isotoplo yield distributions are fomawhat smoothened

out in these and this agrees with the earlier work

(ref .27)« regarding the structures. The general *

characteristics of the total isotoplc distributions

are also reflected in these«

D. Xaobaric Charge Distribution in Fission

Xsobarlc charge distribution In fission is

generally studied by plotting the Independent yields of

isobars as a function of the charge» These distribu-

tions are generally described by a Gaussian characteri-

sed by a mean ( Z ) and spread« These parameters are

found to vary with mass and the mean is generally

expressed in terms of ( Z
P-

ZUCD* "hera Zp i s tha maan

and Zygjj Is the charge given by the unchanged charge

density (Z/ky). The mean of the distributions has a

meaning even if it is not fitted in a Oausslan, whereas

the spread la characteristic of a Gaussian.

The (zp-zUCD) function (Wahl plot) for
 2 3 6u

fission la given in Tig. 18« The parameters calculated

from exparirontal Zp value of Noteas compilation^8 after

changing it to those of fragments by shifting the mass

axis byr units24 are alio shown in the figure. Though
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tha relativ« values do not agree well, the structures

at A-97 6 112 agreo in tha general trend. In tha region

o£ A-130 to US there ia again disagreement. The large

scatter in tha experimental data here can be attributed

to the effect of neutron evaporation on fragmente,

leading to drastic difference in charge distributions

of fragments and products. The experimental data has

be<an corrected only by shifting the mass axis and this

procedure cannot tal® into account the variation of

neutron evaporation from isobaric fragments as discussed

In Ref .4. The absolute valueá of (Zp-2UCD) for the

complementary fragments should be the same and since

this ie an input condition in the model, i t i s satisfied;

but this requirement is not fulfilled in the values
from 28

obtained by Notea's, Z p values due to tha effect of

neutron evaporation from the fragments.

The Wahl plot for 2 3 6U, 2 4 0 ^ and 2 5 2C£ are

compared with in Pig. 19. In tone heavy fragment region

(zp-zUCD) values are found to increase with mass of the

fissile nucllde, in other words by and large the distri-

bution for 2 4 OPu is found to lie between that of 2 3 6U
jej

and Cf. This is in line with the conclusion arrived

at In tha earlier studies using the second step of the

ODM (Ref.4).

The distribution of fission fragments alonq

isobarlc lines of the model is also not strictly



Gaussian In nature as has been observed in the experi-

mental values« But for the sake of comparison with

experimental data these are fitted with the Gaussian

distribution and the spread C A «hus obtained for
 2 3 6U

is shown in Pig.20 as a function of fragment mass* A«
28

Tha C^ values for products compiled by Notea are

also presented in the figure after shifting the mass

axis by?(A). cA is found to vary with A in both the

oases» The agreement between the two in trends is

generally good in the light fragment region« whereas

there is a large scatter in the experimental values for

the higher mass region« This can be attributed as in

the case of z_ values to the effect of magic numbers,

on the neutron evaporation process, which affects the

product charge distribution curve drastically.

XX« CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE PARAMETER N

Asymmetry and other characteristics of the

distributions are traced in the peculiarities of

distribution as pointed out earlier« A difference of

11 In Njj^ in the case of U between asymmetric peak

and symmetric minimum points gives rise to an yield

ratio of about thousand« Tha distributions are

observed to be very sensitive to the variation of

stable neutron number estimates« For example one unit

variation in N^^« can give rise to a variation of a
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factor of la In tha yields and tence great care Im to

ba takan to gat tl» bast values of »£ and »J obtainable,

This ia specially as in tha shall closure regions where

estimation of «table neutron numbers are subject to

Although this appi»>aoh gives reasonably good

results for 4 wide range of fragmont charges upto JAW

yield aayrnnatrlc region« but In very highly aayrowttlc i

regions the distribution has a tendency to increase«

Xnergatiaally fission fraguanta in thasa regions have

unfavourable formation probabilities» This factor la

aot considered in the přasent warlí.

. . m rig ,21 stable neutron number e used in tte
calculations are given. The distribution show departure
from a straight line at shell edges. Mithout ?hangea at
the shell édgeé the stable neutron numbers vs charge
wttld have been as Indicated by tha solid llaa la tha
figure. B ^ obtained us A

constant value (aeain«t for 2 3 Sl) and if th^ .
aaattned; the observed asyraaetry in the yiald distribu-
tions %iould also disappear. 1řhe asyomstry in fission i s
generally believed to be du« to shall effecta. »>t»ver#

lift the ODM approach* tfeattri* no necessity for «otpllcltiy
asfffwiing any preferenoa for tha «anaation of eloaed shall
spacies and no «eiohtage far ahell affect. . ia given in
the alenantary Mthaaatieal fodnmlstion
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present worXjPosalble shall effects are reflected in a

natural manner in the stable neutron number for a charge

The concept of charge polarization with

neutron numbers aeema to point to another profound

consequence. This is illustrated in Fig.21 where
1/l^ibal attribution i o r three fissioning nuclides vis.
2 9 2 Ü ' 108* *"** 124 Y a r e B h°wn. 2 3* u a n d t h Q t w o hypo-
thetical nuclei (X and Y) have their symmetric charges

near the mid-points of three neutron and proton shall

regions. Asymmetry in the actinide region whose

symmetric charges are in the first shell region consi-

dered was correlated earlier with l/foj^ distribution.

Decrease in asymmetry with increasing charge of the

fissioning nuclide (e.g. 2 5 6Pm and 2 6 OKu) was also

correlated with i/^bai distribution. When the symmetric

charge increases further and lies in the middle of the

second shall region (2 > SO) asymmetry in 1/^H-I almost

disappears as illustrated for the hypothetical nuclide
274

For nuclei with symmetric charge in the third

•hall region (Z > 56) v the aayimetry in l/tobal re-appears

(see inset for JJ**)» J u d 9 A n 9 ítom the systematics of

correlation between the l/tt^ and yield distributions

noticed foť the first two shall regions (Figs. 6 & 7),

the ODM approach predicts asymmetric fission for super

heavy29 nuclei whose aynroetric charges lie in the third

•hall region.
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